






(Green Mobility Technology Expo – GMTE) is an occasion for those working in urban 
areas to reduce environmental. 
and noise pollution and to build ever-more environmentally friendly mobility services and
increasingly livable cities. 
It will be an unmissable opportunity for businesses and individuals to exchange points of view and to 
find out about the many new environmentally friendly opportunities in the mobility sector.
Our focus always been driven by the overriding desire to look after the environment, which includes 
helping with solutions to the issues of climate change and local air pollution, but we also believe that 
today’s overriding political priority is sustainable development; it is possible for people to like their
planet, and to promote green mobility with the least impact on our environment.
Cairo will host this important event, beginning 08 June 2023. Entry to (GMTE) 2023 will be free for 
everyone. Participate in the numerous conferences, visit the exhibition stands, and experience the latest 
technology in the test drive area: cars, mopeds, bicycles, scooters, hover boards and much more will be 
available for our guests to try.

Egypt’s Green Mobility vision:
A modern, well developed Mobility & transport sector is key to the growth of the national economy, 
providing tools to efficiently move goods and people on a national and global scale. Egypt’s transport 
sector contributes 4.7% of the real GDP and it generated EGP 345.6 billion in 2020/21. At the same 
time, emissions from cars, busses, ships and planes contribute around 25% to all greenhouse gas emis                      
provide a transport system that achieves sustainable development goals.

Accordingly, modernizing and extending the country’s transport sector is a core priority of the 
government aiming to offer sustainable, reliable and affordable transport to all. The investments
 foreseen in the transport sector reflect this ambition: H.E. Dr. Hala El-Said, Minister of Planning and 
Economic Development recently announced that the planned investments for the transport sector for 
the 2021/22 amount to 244.7 BL. EGP, which constitutes a growth rate of 104% in comparison to the 
years before the COVID-19 pandemic.

Reducing the growth of the energy consumption and the related greenhouse gas emissions from 
transport can only be accomplished by reshaping mobility through a modernization and extension of 
the public transport, switching to electric mobility, Switching to low emission fuels such as natural gas, 
applications of smart transport and its integration with sustainable Mega cities initiatives, improve 
transportation infrastructure including rails and road etc. Among the various projects that are currently 
underway, are the two electric train mega projects, the 660 km electric train project that will connect 



“Ain Sokhna”, on the Red Sea coast, with “Al Amain” on the Mediterranean coast.  A second phase of
 this project will extend to Upper Egypt. The Monorail project that will connect the New Administrative 
City with East Cairo and 6th of October City with Giza. Other projects are also underway such as
 the fourth line of Cairo underground. An integrated and low-emissions transport strategy includes also 
to tackle private mobility (cars) and busses. Egypt aims to convert 400,000 vehicles 
to operate on natural gas within three years and a country strategy for e-mobility is under preparation.

 
Our Expo & Conference aims to give an overview of the national plan for sustainable Mobility across all 
transport means and its impact of reducing greenhouse gases emissions, improve energy efficiency and 
enhancing energy security of supply. It will introduce the mobility strategy of Egypt that aims to funda-
mentally transform the transport sector by pushing a sustainable, smart and resilient transformation. 
It will shed lights on the ongoing initiatives for switching to low emission fuels, switching to electric 
mobility and their prospects by 2030, and the ongoing improvements in the public and mass transport

- Mobility and transportation operators.

- Public infrastructure contractors

- Dealers and Distributors

- Exporters & Importers

- Direct Buyers & General Public

- Engineering and ICTs

- Vehicle retail establishments and repair shops

- Civil engineering and architecture companies

- Clusters that drive the competitiveness of the industrial fabric related to the field of electrical and          

sustainable mobility and storage.       

- Political and technical representatives of communities and towns in their capacity as managers of urban     

transport, public works, information systems and urban maintenance.

- Investment networks and venture capital

- Ancillary industry in search of new business opportunities

- Services to facilitate the creation of new innovative companies

- Public and private fleet managers

- Energy suppliers (electrical, service stations)

-Taxi operating companies, shared vehicle services and local transport and distribution.

- Universities and vocational training centers aimed at training new professionals

- Interested EVs buyers and Students

- Municipalities & Development Authorities

Visitors Profile:
- Ministries & Government Officers

- Environmental NGO

- Government Policy Makers & Urban Planners 

- Environment Monitoring Authorities

- Print and Electronic Media

- Trade Media

- Trade Associations



Sustainability:

- Personal mobility and public transport

- Haulage and special vehicles

- Urban air mobility

- Alternative transportations and fuels

- Automated and autonomous driving and                                                                                                                                 

   driver assistance systems

Technologies

- ITS & A.I

- E-mobility Technologies

- Shared Mobility

- Urban Last Mile Logistics

- Mobility Services and Solutions for Smart Cities

- Autonomous-vehicles & Technologies

- Special Premiere Events

- Latest-generation Road and Rail Vehicles

- Energy Transition and New Energy Sources

- Active mobility

- Passenger information systems

- Connected Mobility and New Digital Services

-Telephony

Manufacturers:

- Bus Manufacturers

- Micro Mobility and Active Mobility

- EV, CNG and Hybrid Cars Manufacturers

- E-mobility & Infrastructure

- Electric Components / Accessories / Spare

- Energy Company and Utility

- Urbanism, Urban Furniture and Infrastructure

- CNG Stations

- Tire Manufacturers

- Powertrain & BLDC Motors 

- Electric Vehicle Batteries

- Clean Fuel manufacturers (Biodiesel, Ethanol,                                                             

Hydrogen, Natural  Gas & Propane)

- LPG Products

- LNG Products

Exhibitors Profile:

Services:

- Body Shops / Bus Fitters

- Systems & Charging Infrastructures

- Software and Technology

- Mobility Services

- Equipment for Workshops & Service Areas

- Engineering

- Solutions of MAAS, Ticketing and Payment

- Public Works,

- Parking

-Corporate Mobility

- CNG Vehicles Transformation

- Banks & Funding

- Insurance Companies

- Startups and more.

- Connectivity, communication system and digital services.

-Shipping service providers and managing of shipping services.

- Operation, care, maintenance and repair.

- Green Hydrogen Tech.














